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19 November 2014 

 

To: 

Members of the Committee for the Evaluation of Computer Science Study Programs, 

Council for Higher Education 

Jerusalem 

 

Response to the CHE’s Final Evaluation Report on Computer 

Science Studies at the Open University, dated October 2014  

 

We thank the committee for its evaluation work and for the enthusiastic commendations as to 

the content and standards of our study programs and the level of our academic teaching staff. 

The Open University of Israel is committed to its core mission of opening the gates of higher 

education to a large audience, and of delivering high-level study programs to its large and 

diverse set of students. As is essential for the successful attainment of this ambitious goal, the 

faculty of the CS department at the Open University (OUI CS) is routinely engaged in cutting-

edge research. Despite the lack of a PhD program, the OUI CS faculty has persistently 

delivered research quality and results on a par with other universities and research institutes in 

Israel and abroad, both in terms of competitive grants and of published scientific results (see the 

Appendix to this letter). 

To the best of our knowledge, the role of the CHE committee, as is evident in its title, has been 

to evaluate the CS study programs at the Open University. The committee did not discuss 

research aspects with the faculty, nor did it question individual faculty members regarding their 

scientific activities and achievements. We were therefore surprised to discover statements in the 

written report pertaining to research quality at the OUI CS. In particular, we were concerned by 

the fact that these research evaluation statements were not substantiated by empirical 

measures or quantitative terms, as is standard for research evaluation committees worldwide. 

Regretfully, the CHE committee decided to ignore our request in the response letter to remove 

the research evaluation statements from their report. 

 

We were also troubled by various comments made by some members of the committee to the 

OUI senior faculty, suggesting that they completely abandon, or substantially reduce, 

their research activities. The committee further made the striking claim that research activities at 

the OUI, as well as its graduate program, may jeopardize the high level of its undergraduate 

studies.  These assertions were made repeatedly during the OUI visit, and were included in the 

committee's report. We find these recommendations troubling, and feel that adopting them may 
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be risky, as they could seriously affect the academic excellence of the study programs we 

develop and deliver and disturb the delicate balance between advancing and delivering 

knowledge at the OUI.   

Our response letter spelled out the strong and intimate connection between the research 

activities of our senior faculty and the excellence of our study programs, which is no different 

from the link between research and teaching at other universities. To support this view, we 

provided empirical data showing a significant improvement in the quality of our study programs 

during the years in which investment in research increased. Unfortunately, the CHE committee 

has chosen to completely ignore our response and supporting evidence, and the corresponding 

part of the final report has remained unchanged with respect to these claims.  Accepting the 

suggestion of the CHE committee will not only be at odds with accepted academic standards, 

but will also undermine the quality, excellence, and, over time, the success of our CS study 

programs.  Hence, it is our strong belief that this line of reasoning defeats the purpose which the 

CHE committee came to serve in the first place. 

We were also at odds with various choices made by the committee throughout its visit and in the 

final report. During the meeting of the committee with the senior faculty we were instructed not 

to discuss our plans to offer a PhD program at the OUI. We were told by the committee chair 

that the duty of the committee is to evaluate the existing programs, and not the prospects of 

planned programs. We were therefore baffled to find explicit references to this topic in the 

report, especially since the committee had persistently refused to discuss this specific issue with 

us. In our response letter we expressed our deep concern about this deviation from the CHE 

mandate and the fact that we were forbidden from discussing that vital topic with the committee. 

Accordingly, we asked the CHE committee to remove from their report all references to the PhD 

program, but this request too was completely ignored. Similarly, other topics and questions that 

had not been brought up for discussion during the full day visit (e.g., concerns about MOOCs in 

the study programs), were unexpectedly raised in the report. Had these issues been brought up 

earlier, we would have been more than happy to share our thoughts, projects, and plans with 

the committee.  

We hope that the CHE, as well as any prospective reader of the report, will take these matters 

into account in future evaluation campaigns. We look forward to constructive and impartial 

reviews of the study programs, substantiated by empirical objective measures, facts, and direct 

evidence, to be delivered by future committees of the CHE. Finally, we look forward to future 

successful collaboration with the CHE and related committees, as we strive for academic 

excellence in research and teaching at the OUI CS. 
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Response to concrete recommendations 

In this section we respond to the specific recommendations made in Chapter 4 of the CHE final 

evaluation report, each of which will be given full consideration.  

 

Committee Recommendation Steps toward implementation (including time table) 

(1) Major recommendation: 
The committee 
recommends that the 
university’s priority should 
be to improve the master’s 
program before planning 
the development of a 
Ph.D. program. 

Improving the master’s program is indeed a priority of the 
department. Concrete steps towards this goal are outlined 
in the response to recommendation (3) below. 

(2) The department should 
set in place a process to 
reflect on the attainment 
of teaching and learning 
outcomes in a planned, 
periodic manner. 

Several concrete actions made by the department in 
defining and measuring the learning outcomes of our 
programs and courses were outlined in Section 3.3 of the 
self-evaluation report. To enhance this process and 
improve our methodology, we consulted with the OUI 
Department of Evaluation and with the Dean of Studies. 
Following this internal consultation, we offered a tutorial on 
this topic for the OUI CS faculty. In October 2014 we 
began a process of defining the learning outcomes for 
each of our courses. Once defined, we intend to include 
the learning outcomes in the course homepages and apply 
them in designing the set of homework assignments and 
final exams for each course. 

(3) Major recommendation: 
The department must put 
into place a structure that 
ensures that the MSc 
program provides 
students with an 
education that meets the 
CHE standard.  

 

We have already begun improving the program by 
developing new courses; encouraging senior faculty to 
teach frontal courses and lead group seminars; and by 
convening regular meetings of graduate students and 
faculty members. We are also in the process of 
restructuring the MSc program to ensure that students take 
both theoretical and applied courses. The restructured 
program will be implemented in October 2015. 

 
In addition, we would like to note that according to a recent 
agreement among universities in Israel, master's students 
in one university may transfer credit for a limited number of 
graduate courses taken at another university. We inform 
our students of the option of taking courses in other 
universities, provided that a similar course is not yet 
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Appendix 
 

 A selection of top-ranking CS conferences in which our faculty members have 

published:1  

ACM Conference on Object Oriented Programming Systems Languages and 

Applications (OOPSLA), ACM Symposium on Principles of Distributed Computing 

(PODC), ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing (STOC), ACM/SIAM Symposium on 

Discrete Algorithms (SODA), Advances in Cryptology (Crypto), Advances in Neural 

Information Processing Systems  (NIPS), Aspect Oriented Software Development 

(AOSD), Association of Computational Linguistics (ACL), Empirical Methods in Natural 

Language Processing (EMNLP), European Association of Computational Linguistics 

(EACL), European Conference on Computer Vision (ECCV), IEEE Conference on 

Computer Communications (INFOCOM), IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and 

Pattern Recognition (CVPR), IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision (ICCV), 

IEEE Symposium on Foundations of Computer Science (FOCS), International 

Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems (AAMAS), International 

Conference on Data Engineering (ICDE), International Conference on Machine Learning 

(ICML), International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE), North American 

Association for Computational Linguistics (NAACL), Theory of Cryptography Conference 

(TCC), Very Large Data Bases (VLDB).  

 

 A selection of leading scientific journals in which our faculty members have 

published:  

SIAM J. on Computing, J. of Computer and System Sci., Combinatorica, ACM Trans. on 

Algorithms, Trans. on Information Theory, Trans. on Pattern Analysis and Machine 

Intelligence, J. of Cryptology, Trans. on Knowledge and Data Eng., Trans. on Database 

Systems, IEEE Trans. on Communications, Annals of Mathematics, Inventiones 

mathematicae, Publications mathématiques de l'IHÉS, Proc. of the National Academy of 

Sci., J. of European Math. Soc., Games and Economic Behavior, J. of Public Economic 

Theory, Int. J. of Robotics Research, Nucleic Acids Research, IEEE Transactions on 

Information Theory, Computational linguistics (CL), Journal of ACM. 

 

 Leading grant agencies that have funded our faculty members' research:  
ISF, BSF, NSF. 

 

 Distinguished prizes and awards received by members of our faculty:  
BSF's Pazy Memorial Research Award; ACM SIGCSE Award for Outstanding 
Contribution to Computer Science Education. 
 

                                                
1
 http://www.core.edu.au/index.php/conference-rankings 
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 Universities whose Ph.D. students were advised by OUI faculty:  
Weizmann Institute, Tel-Aviv University, Bar Ilan University, University of Haifa,  
Northeastern University. 
 

 Leading journals in which our faculty members serve as associate editors:  

Trans. on Information Theory, Data and Knowledge Engineering, Trans. on Data 

Privacy, Computational linguistics (CL)  

 Leading associations and conferences in which our faculty members served on 
program and steering committees:  
AOSA, AOSD, APPROX, CVPR, LATIN, MODULARITY, OOPSLA, SODA. 
 

 Important workshops and seminars which our faculty co-organized:  
Banff, Dagsthul, MSRI, PAM. 

 
 
 

 

 


